
BILATERAL BIRTH AND DEATH PROCESSES(i)

BY

WILLIAM E. PRUITT

1. Introduction and summary. A bilateral birth and death process is a con-

tinuous parameter Markov process with path functions X(t) taking on integer

values and with stationary transition probabilities

Pij(t) = PI{X(t + s)=j\X(S) = i}

satisfying the order relations

*Vi+i(0 = V + o(0,

P,fi)      =  1 - (A, + i*t)t + o(i),

Pi,,-i(t) = H¡t + o(t),

as t -» 0. The 1¡, /i¡ are positive constants which determine the rate of transit on

from state i to states í + 1, i — i.

The Markov property and the given order relations lead to the backward

differential equation

(1.1) P'(t) = AP(t),       t^O,

where P(i) = (P./r)). U = 0, ± 1, ± 2, -, and A = (aiy) with af>>+, = X„

au ~ — (K + /*>)> ai ¡-i = i"¡> and fl|j = 0 if | ( — j ¡ > 1. Under additional reg-

ularity conditions, the forward equation

(1.2) P'(t) = P(t)A,       t^O,

can also be derived. The initial condition is

(1.3) P(0) = /,

where / is the identity matrix. In order to be a transition probability matrix,

P(t) should satisfy

(1.4) P(0^0,       P(t)e^e,
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where e is a vector with all components equal to one. The inequality in the second

member of (1.4) allows for the possibility that X(t) = ± oo with positive pro-

bability. The Markov property also leads immediately to the Chapman-

Kolmogorov equation or semi-group property

(1.5) P(s + i) = P(s)P(t).

Associated with the matrix A are several systems of orthogonal polynomials.

The purpose of this paper is to obtain an explicit expression for the Laplace

transform of every solution of (1.1)—(1.5) in terms of these polynomials and some

associated limit functions. The particularly simple form of the polynomials makes

it possible to consider the asymptotic behavior of the Laplace transform near

the origin and in this way to find limit theorems for the underlying process. Some

of these limit theorems will be considered in a future paper.

The important properties of the associated systems of orthogonal polynomials

and their limit functions are given in §2. These are used extensively in the re-

mainder of the paper. In §3 the Laplace transform of the minimal solution of

(1.1)-(1.5) is obtained. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for this to

be the unique solution. The Laplace transforms of all solutions are found in §4

for the cases where nonuniqueness exists.

The Laplace transform of the general solution of the analogues of (1.1)—(1.5)

for the unilateral birth and death process was derived by Feller in [3]. Karlin

and McGregor found expressions for Laplace transforms in terms of orthogonal

polynomials for these unilateral processes in [5]. Feller has also treated bilateral

pure birth processes in [2]. Some probabilistic results which exhibit the useful-

ness of the representations in terms of the polynomials are given by Karlin and

McGregor in [6] and [7].

The methods used in the general construction are similar to those employed

by Feller for the unilateral process in [3]. It would also have been possible to

obtain these results from Feller's work on general Kolmogorov differential

equations in [2], but the degree of difficulty would be about the same and under

these circumstances it was considered more desirable to keep the paper as self-

contained as possible.

2. The related systems of orthogonal polynomials. The purpose of §2 is to

collect some results on the associated systems of orthogonal polynomials and

their limit functions. Most of these results are well known and, in fact, some

of them are summarized by Karlin and McGregor in [5]. Others are essentially

contained in some of Feller's proofs in [3]. However, many of the statements

do not seem to be readily available for reference so they are included here for

completeness.

The fundamental systems of orthogonal polynomials {Qñ(s)} are defined by

sQ'Ás) = Hn<?n-¿s) - (A„ + Mis) + lnQUAs),
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for all n, a = 0,1, or more compactly by

sQ"(s) = AQ\s),       a = 0, 1,

and the normalizing conditions

ßj(s) a 5„,       a, ß - 0,1.

If 8o(s) and ßi(s) are specified, that completely determines a solution of

sQ(s) = AQ(s), so the general solution of this equation is

(2.0) Qn(s) - Qo(s)ß,°(s) + ß1(s)ß„1(s).

In much of the following, the polynomials will be considered as functions of

n with s fixed and the dependence on s will be suppressed when it is convenient

to do so. The domain of the polynomials that will be of interest is the positive

reals, and in the results stated below it is to be assumed throughout that s, u and

v are positive.

A sequence of positive constants n„ is defined by

7i0 = 1,       7t„ =-,    n.n = -—-—,       n>0.
Vi»2---Hn A_XA_2 ••• A_„

This sequence is defined in such a way that X„n„ = nn+lit„+1 for all n. Another

important class of polynomials is defined by

(2.1) H2+1(s) = JäMJ+iM - fifr)].      « - 0,1.

The recurrence relation may now be written

sßx = ¿mq:+í - ôd - /„-i^-i(e: - oî-i) - á:+i - Ht

and, consequently

(2.2) s Î ßfo = A„7r„(ß„\ t - ß«) - Am_,«.. ̂ Qi - ß'm_J = H.%. ! - H'm.
k = m

In particular,

(2.3) s Î Q\nk = Xnn„(Qln+, - Ql„) - A0,
k = l

and it follows by induction that

i-ßi<ßi< -<ßi<.-.

A similar method shows that

0=ßo>ß-i>->ßi„>"-

Therefore ß^is an increasing sequence so that Hl„ >0 for all n. Furthermore (2.2)

and th p ositivity of Ql for positive n imply that Hi is an increasing sequence
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for n ^ 1. The corresponding results for the other systems are: Q° is a decreasing

sequence, H° < 0, and -H° is a decreasing sequence for n ¿¡ 1.

It is clear from the monotone nature of the {Qxn} and {Hx„} sequences that they

will either converge or tend to infinity. By considering the sequences as poly-

nomials, it is possible to apply the following result of Stieltjes in order to obtain

a criterion for when the convergence takes place. A proof is g:ven in [5, pp.

504-505].
The following statements are equivalent :

(1) As n -* oo, Ql(s) converges for every complex s, uniformly in every circle

\s\SR;
(2) Ql(s) is bounded as n -» oo for at least one s > 0;

(3) The series
oo t n

(2.4) Z  yU Z nt
n = l    Annn   i = l

converges.

For the {H"„(s)} systems the series (2.4) should be replaced by

oo n~ I    -t

(2.5) Z«.   Z-¿.
„ = 1        ; = i f-i^i

the result being otherwise unchanged. For the {ß*(s)} systems again, but for

n -> — oo, the criterion for convergence is the convergence of the series

(2.6) Z i »
B=-oo    *nnn   i=n+l

and for the {Hx(s)} systems as n -* — oo, the series is

(2.7) Z   it»? i-,
n = -oo      ¡=ti    Aini

When the limit functions exist they will be denoted by ô«(s)> #»(s)> ô-oo(s)>

and Ht^s). Because Qj, -* oo when it does not converge, the expression

lim^^l/ö^ will always be written 1/Q^ with the obvious interpretation that

this is to be zero when Ql diverges. Analogous remarks apply to the other

systems and to n -* — oo.

The convergence of the various sequences of polynomials will play an important

role in the subsequent development. In order to be able to describe easily the

various possibilities that arise, the boundary terminology of Feller [1; 2; 3]

will be employed. The boundary at infinity will be called:

regular if (2.4) and (2.5) converge,

exit if (2.4) converges and (2.5) diverges,

entrance       if (2.4) diverges and (2.5) converges,

natural if (2.4) and (2.5) diverge.
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The corresponding definitions apply to the boundary at minus infinity with the

series (2.4), (2.5) replaced by (2.6), (2.7), respectively.

If Q„ is defined by (2.0), then it follows from (2.2) that

n

(2.8) sTlQknk = Hn+1-Hm,
k~m

where Hn = Q0H° + Q^. A computation shows that

(v - u) i Ql(u)Qßk(v)nk = Hen+í{v)Q» - trK+í{u)Q>iv)
k =m

for ce, ß = 0, 1. Therefore, if

/'(s) = Z fï(s)Ql(s),   g*n(s) = Z f;(s)Hl(s),       a = 1,2,
y=0 y=0

then

(l> - „) Z fl{u)ÎAv)nk   =   g^Mfniu) - Ä.+ l(«)/>)

(2"9) - glWl-Áu) + gm(u)/m2_¿V).

Some further identities that are now readily obtained are :

(2.10) XjtM+iQn-<£+iQl) = Bl+lQZ-I$+lc£a A0,

(2.11) HÎ+1HJ; - Hj,+ 1H0„   = snnX0,

(2.12) A  Z 1_ =   - ®*+1    A0 Z 1 =   - —,
k = lAk7zkQkQk + l 6n+l k =m^k7lkQkQk+1 6m

" 7T //° ° 7T H1

(2.13) A0S Z TTjT^ =   1 + j~-,  A0S Z   fjôJJO =    1 + irt-
k = lnknk + l "n + 1 k=mnknk + l nm

iThe series in (2.12) converge, for consider

x ¿       i_= ¿ _«7_ (_i_i_j < ¿ (i_L
k = l^knkQkQk + l fc = l#*+l    lo* Qk + l  I        k = l\Qk 6t + l

Vín + 1

A similar argument applies to the other series. Therefore, for s > 0, let

UoiS) = X\?-a¡hnkQ%s)Q0k+1(s)=   ^-"ißfcy
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It is important to observe here that no assumption has been made concerning the

limiting behavior of the individual {ß"} sequences so that the functions U0, Ut

always exist. A careful examination of the convergence argument gives the upper

estimates

(2.14) U^l--^-,        t/0<l--j-.

In particular, this implies the positivity of the function U(s) = 1 — U0(s)U¡(s).

The convergence of the series in (2.13) now follows, for, by (2.10),

(llfl 1   _  3   ,  Y "* -  _ H»+l   - __Í2_. _    Qn

k = 1H'kHt + l H¡, + i      Hi + iüi      ßi

The right hand side is known to have a limit as n -> oo, and therefore

Similarly

(2-17)   ' - ̂  «lisfer - - Jf. I " - «out * "o.
The following lemma will be useful throughout the paper in the proof of certain

positivity results.

Lemma 2.1. Letfn =/0ß° +ftQi,. Then fn ^ Ofor all n if and only if

(2.18) A - I/Jo ^ 0 and /0 - [/0/x ^ 0.

These conditions are equivalent to f^ ^ 0 and/_œ S: 0, respectively, when these

functions exist.

Proof. Suppose/„ ^ 0 for all n. Then, for n ^ 1,

and the first inequality in (2.18) results from letting n -> oo. The other inequality

follows from the non-negativity of /„/ß° for negative n. Now let (2.18)

hold. Then/i ^ t/j/o ^ U1U0f1 or/ji/ ^ 0. Therefore/! ^ 0 since U > 0, and

then/«, ^ t/oA £ 0. For n ^ 2,/„ = ßj^ +/0ß„7ß,!), which shows that /„ is

non-negative since ß°/ß* decreases monotonically to — t/j. The proof for

negative n is similar.

The functions

Fl(s) = U^QUs) + ßB°(s),       f °(s) = ßiOO + [/0(s)ß„0(s)
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are seen to be non-negative by an application of Lemma 2.1. Furthermore, if

Gl(s) = UMB&) + H°n(s), G°n(s) = H„ (s) + U0(s)H°n(s),

then by (2.8) and (2.9),

(2.19) sÍF"knk = G*n+í-Gam,
&=»

(v-u)zZ   F*k(u)Fßk(v)nk = GUMFan(u) - G„%.(«OFft»)

(2'20) - GÜJLv)Fl-1(«) + G*m(u)Fßm_,(»),

for <x,ß = 0,1. It follows from (2.10) that

(2.21) G,l+1F?-9Í+lF¿--4ol/.

Some convergence properties of the {F"}, {G"} will be the subject of the next

two lemmas.

Lemma 2.2.

0 if (2.4) converges,
lim F.1
n-oo ( An/H IL i/ (2.4) diverges.

fu

«-♦-co

f U

0 if (2.6) converges,

A0/Jtf° w        i/ (2.6) diverges.

lim G„x =  - A0/ßi ;       lim G„° = A0/ß° „.
n-*oo n-* — oo

Proof. The proof will be given for F* and G¿; the other two results may be

obtained in a similar manner. For n ^ 1, by (2.12),

(2.22)

< a   _ßL V  /J_L_|     _A_        ̂ oQn
=   ° HUl?=n\Ql      Ql+1¡-  h£|      tfi+1ßi/

and by (2.15), (2.16),

> _ i .   y  !^ôL / J_L.I   Aßl, Jo_
-      °k=n+isQl*k   \h\    mk+i)    H^Jm+l

Aq _   A0ßn

OO CD  ^OÜ
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Now, when n -» oo, the upper and lower estimates both converge to the stated

limit for Fln. It follows from (2.10) that for n ^ 1,

Using the upper bound for F* obtained in (2.22),

n+1 = e„ 1^77   Hi+lßj    ßi      ^

and therefore G¡¡ converges to - Aq/Q^.

An important consequence of this lemma is that F*(u) Gl(v) -> 0 as n -» oo, and

that F°(w)G„°(i;)-»O as n ^ - oo. The other limits of the {F'n} sequences

will exist only in certain cases. If Q^ exists, then lim^^F? = QlxU, and if Qlœ

exists, then lim„__00.Fn1 = Q^fJ.

Lemma 2.3. // oo is an entrance boundary, then lim,,.,«,Gl+1(v)Ql(u) - 0;

i/ oo is an exit boundary, then limn_>a>Hl+1(v)FJ,(u) = 0. The corresponding

limit relations are true at — oo, the correct superscripts now being zeroes.

Proof. Suppose infinity is an entrance boundary. Then (2.23) implies

GÍ+io« = HJ,+1Fl — A0 which tends to zero by Lemma 2.2. It remains to prove

that Ql{u)/Ql{v) is bounded. On the other hand, if infinity is an exit boundary,

it follows from (2.22) that

0^Ht+iFln áAo-^-.
"oo

Since the right hand side tends to zero, in this case it remains to prove that

HJ,(v)/HJ,(u) is bounded. This boundedness will be proved for the {HJ,} system

only, the result for the {g*} being somewhat easier since Q*(0) may be used

as a normalization. Since

i'Hl(v)        ïrnln (s)
^)=expUuHiw ds

it will suffice to obtain bounds on HI'(s)/hI(s) which are uniform on a fixed

(u,v) interval. Differentiation of (2.3) yields

B-l B-l

rr/.x    £ Qkl(s)nk + s Z Qk(s)7ik
K (s) k=l k=l

#b(s) ,     f^lz-.W i
s   L Qk\s)nk + A0

* = i

and it is now apparent that it will be sufficient to prove that 0 ^ Q\ (s)/Qj[(s) ;£ M.
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Since {Ql(s)} is an orthogonal system on — oo < s ;S 0 [5, p. 494], Ql(s) has

n-1 distinct negative roots Si.í*,•••,&-!• Then

QUs)=Qin(o)"n (i-j)

so that

n<ö^ = "y_[—< -y11   ö^
= ßi(s)   it, s - í, -   jr1 ft    ßi(o) •

Summing the differentiated version of (2.3) leads to

n-l 1

ß   (0)      t = i  At7rfc   ,- = 1_<   y       I       y.

ßi(o) ßi(o)       =,r1 Afc7Ifc .r, "

which completes the proof.

When the various limits involved exist, the following functions will be quite

useful :

Ms) = ß»(s)ß-,(s) - ß«(s)ß-co(s),        ^2(s) = H1_co(s)ß°(s) - ß^ff^s),

¿3(s) = Hl(s)Q°.x(s) - Qlx(s)H°œ(s),       A¿s) = Hlx(s)HÍ(s) - ffi(s)H° „(s).

The final two lemmas of this section are concerned with the positivity and

relative growth of these functions.

Lemma   2.4.   For all s > 0, A¡(s) > 0, A2(s) > A0, A3(s) > A0, and A4(s) > 0.

Proof. The first result follows trivially upon writing Ay = QloQf-xU. The

others make use of (2.16), (2.17) and the bounds in (2.14). For example,

The decreasing nature of the { —//°} sequence implies A0 = — H° < — H°_^ so

that l/0 - VÄ-coß-, < t/0 + 1/ß-oo < I- Therefore

A2 > - QiH'LjX -U1)>- H°.œ > A0.

Lemma 2.5. Whenever the indicated functions exist, lim,..«, l/At(s) = 0,

lim5_00^1(s)/^i(s) = 0 and Mra^^A^/A^s) = 0 for i = 2,3.

Proof. Writing the sum for U^s) as in the convergence argument, it may be

seen that U^s) < XJH\{s) so that Ux(s) = o(l) as s -* oo. Since U0(s) = o(l) as

s -* oo by a similar argument, it becomes apparent upon writing the A¡(s) as in

the proof of the last lemma that
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AM = ßJo(s)Ö0_oo(s)(l + o(l)),      A2(s) = - Ql(s)H°_x(s)(l + o(l)),

A3(s) = HUsiQ-aoWO. + o(D),     AA(s) = - HUW-JsKl + o(l)).

To complete the proof, it will suffice to show that lims_00Q°œ(s)/ii° ^(s) = 0

and Mm^QXsyHKs) = 0.

Dividing (2.1) by Xnnn and summing,

QUs) = £      1    Hlk+i(s) £ £      1    gj[+1(s)

#¿oo *-o 4% #¿(s) "it=o v* Hu2^y

Now the limit of the last series as s -> oo is zero by dominated convergence, the

convergence of the series Zl/A„7t„ being a consequence of (2.4). The proof that

the other limit obtains is similar.

3.   The minimal solution.   Let P(i) be a solution of (1.1)—(1.5), and

/•oo

(3.1) R(s) =      e-s'P(t)dt,   s>0.

Theorem 3.1. The transformation (3.1) establishes a one-to-one correspon-

dence between the set of all matrices P(t) satisfying (1.1)—(1.5) and the set of all

matrices R(s) satisfying

(3.2) -/ + sR(s) = AR(s) = R(s)A,

(3.3) R(s) ^ 0,   sR(s)e ^ e,

(3.4) (v - u)R(u)R(v) = R(u) - R(v),

where I is the identity matrix and e is a vector with all components equal to one.

This is a standard theorem and the proof will be omitted. A proof for the case

of unilateral birth and death processes is given in [3].

The sequence {^J was defined in such a way that if n denotes the diagonal

matrix with diagonal elements nu = n¡, then the matrix nA is symmetric. The

second equation in (3.2) may be written —I + sR = Rn~inA, or —I + sR

= nAn~1RT, or finally -n'1 + sn~1RT = An~1RT. Thus Rn'1 and its adjoint

satisfy the same equation. This suggests the introduction of a symmetric Green's

function as a solution of (3.2) for Rn'1 and leads to

Theorem 3.2.    The general solution of (3.2) is given by

1^0 x,ß = 0 nß I

L        \Ao *,ß = o   nß I

Rtj =
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Proof. The final four terms in the above expression give the general solution

to the homogeneous version of (3.2). For, in order to satisfy this version, both

the rows and columns of Rn~l must satisfy the equation sQ = AQ. To see that

the first term is a particular solution of (3.2), it will suffice to check the first

equation since the two are equivalent for self-adjoint versions of Rn'1. The

first equation is obviously satisfied so long as i #y. In this case, letting R° de-

note the first term,

-i + < = -i + ^ßf{/i,ß,1-i-al+M<)ß<i+A(ß4i+1j

=  -1 + (AR\ + 4fiL {ß/+, ß,° - ßf+1 ß/j  « (AR\,

where the last equality is a consequence of (2.10).

An examination of the behavior of the above solutions when i is large will

show that there is only one which satisfies (3.3) in the event that the {ß*}

systems diverge at both plus and minus infinity. To see this, write

«,,-2.'(k„ + (¿+ *.,)§)

for i ^ 1. Now if Ql diverges, the expression in braces must converge to zero

so that Fu = 1/^Fqi + l//ti). Considering also Ri0 and letting i-> - oo as well,

four equations are obtained which determine Rxß, a,/? = 0, 1, as

i35ï R    _   Ut ."ti/o.»     .M«.»     -   U°
fixu'   01    li.u '   10    x0u '   uu   a0c/

Substitution of these values into the general solution of (3.2) given by Theorem

3.2 leads to a distinguished solution which will now be studied more carefully.

Theorem 3.3.    The matrix R(s) with

*,/s) =  1

is a solution of (3.2)-(3.4).

Proof.   It has already been shown that R(s) satisfies (3.2), and clearly R(s) 2; 0.

Let m<i<n; then by (2.19) and (2.21),

s  î F,,- = /L Î F°nj + fus    Î   F)n}
j-=m Á0U      j=m A-0U       j = i +1

= l-Ii7[F;1G°-F?GB1+1].
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Letting m -* — oo, n -» oo, and applying Lemma 2.2,

oo pi pO

(36) •Jí.*-1-BE;-BS&-ít

The verification of the resolvent equation (3.4) remains. Let m < i £j <n; then

by (2.20) and (2.21),

n

(v-u)  Z Rik(u)Rkj(v) = Ru{u) - Ru(v) + ojl) + 0,(1),

the final terms tending to zero as m -* — oo, n -» oo by Lemma 2.2, because they

involve terms of the form G°(iOF„-i(u) and G¡¡+1(v)FJ;(u). A similar computation

may be made for i > j or the symmetry of Prc-1 may be used to complete the

proof.

In the remainder of the paper, the notation R(s) will be used to refer to the

matrix of Theorem 3.3; when referring to an arbitrary solution of (3.2), R*(s)

will be used. It will be convenient to write

(3.7) R*(s) = R(s) + D(s)n,

where Dn must satisfy the homogeneous version of (3.2) so that

(3-8) Dy =    Z   D^Q"j.
x,ß = 0

Now, let

By  =    Z DixH), Cy =   Z H*D.}.
¡1=0 d = 0

When P* satisfies (3.3) the sequence {Dl7} is bounded in i for fixed j, and the

sequence {ßfj} is bounded in j for fixed i since it is essentially the summed form

of Diknk.

Lemma 3.1. In order that R* satisfy (3.3), it is necessary and sufficient

that D ^ 0 and

Fl            F°

'      + ttt¿-HmP;„ + lim B:„ ̂  0.
n-* ooWoo      UQl

Proof.   It is clear that D ^ 0 implies P* ^ 0. If P* ^ 0, then for i^j, i^O,

0 s ** - **' I vl+D"+ lD4
Dividing by n}Q\ and letting i -* oo yields D1J — U-^Dqj ̂ 0. A similar argument

at - oo gives the inequality — U(>Dlj + &oj = 0- An application of Lemma 2.1

now shows that Du ^ 0. If P* satisfies (3.3), then for m < n
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B-l

Bin - Bim = s Z Diknk ^ 0
k=m

so that {B¡j} is a nondecreasing sequence in j. Furthermore, this sequence is

bounded for fixed i as pointed out above, so lim^^B;,, and lim„_ _ „ Bf, exist.

Now, by (3.6),

oo pi pO

s Z R&-1-ÜS5—jmr + limB<» - lim B*
J = - 00 ^ ^ _oo ^ 3^00 B-*00 B-*-00

which completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 3.4. // P*(t) satisfies (1.1)-(1.5), then P*(t)^P(t) where P(t) is

the martix whose Laplace transform is R(s).

Proof. Let P*(s) be the Laplace transform of P*(t). Then, by Lemma 3.1,

R* }îR and by induction P*" ^ P". It is a consequence of (3.4) that

¿[P*(s)-P(S)] = (-l)"n![P*"+1(S)-Pn+1(s)]

so that P*(s) — P(s) is a completely monotonie function. Therefore P*(i) — P(r)^0.

This theorem shows that P(i) is the minimal solution of Feller. The minimal

property makes it apparent that the solution of (1.1)—(1.5) will be unique when-

ever the minimal solution is honest. (3.6) shows that this is the case whenever

each boundary is either entrance or natural. However, the minimal solution is

the unique solution in other cases, which is the subject of

Theorem 3.5. In order that there is one and only one solution o/(l.l)-(1.5),

it is necessary and sufficient that one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(1) One boundary is natural and the other is not regular.

(2) Both boundaries are exit.

(3) Both boundaries are entrance.

Proof. The sufficiency of the conditions will be proved here. The necessity

follows from the construction of the general solution in all other cases which

is given in Theorems 4.1-4.5.

Let P*(i) be a solution of (1.1)-(1.5) and R*(s) its Laplace transform. When

any one of (1), (2), or (3) hold, then either {Q*} diverges at both plus and minus

infinity or else {#"} does. Suppose the {Q*n} systems are diverging. Then, since

R*(s) is given by (3.7) with {Dy} bounded in i,

0° Dij

Letting i -> oo, D1J = U^qj. A similar argument at  - co gives the relation
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Doj = U0Dlj. Combining these results, Dl}U = 0, and therefore Dtj = 0, D0j = 0,

and Du = 0. But this implies R*(s) = R(s) and P*(t) = P(t). If, on the other hand,

the {H*} systems are diverging, then the boundedness of {B¡j} in ; implies

Dn = U^ío and Di0 = U0Dn by (2.16) and (2.17). The remainder of the argu-

ment proceeds as above.

The same type of argument shows that P(t) is the unique solution of (1.1),

(1.3)—(1.5) when both boundaries are either entrance or natural. Considerations

of this type will not be pursued here, but this result is of importance as it is

sometimes undesirable to assume the equation (1.2).

4. The general solutions. In the event that ß* and Qlx exist, Dl} is well

defined for i, j — ± oo. If, in addition, the limits H* and H*-^ exist, then

B¡j, C¡j are also defined for i, j = ± oo. Whenever the appropriate functions

exist, the following identities may be easily established:

^U   =  Q0-ooDœj-QlD_xj,    A.Doj   = ß^D-^-ßljZ^,
(4.1)

A1Dn    = fi°œDioo-fi° £>,_„,     A,Di0    = ßiD,.« - ßi«i>ioo.

Substitution of these into the definitions of B¡j, C;j- yields

A-iCaoj   = A3Dœj — AqD-ooj,      ^41C_00j-    = À0Dœj — A20-(:0j,

(4.2)

A\Bim   = A3Dta0 - X0Di_x,       -4iB¡-oo    = ^<Aoo ~ ^2Di-»-

These identities will be useful in the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Let

and M,/M,î;) = lim„_00 M^(u,c) - \imn^^x M\fn{u,v) whenever the limits exist.

This leads to

Lemma 4.1. In order for the resolvent equation (3.4) to be satisfied by a

matrix R*(s) having the form (3.7), it is necessary and sufficient that M;j(u, v) s 0.

Proof.   It follows from (2.9) and (2.21) that for m < i, j < n,

n n

(v-u)  I R*(u)Rtj(v) =(v - u)  E Rik(u)RkJ(v) - TijDijiv) + iijDijiu)
k = m k=m

+ 7ij(Miïn+1(u, v) - Mt%(u, v)) + om(i) + on(l),

the final terms tending to zero as m -* - oo, n -» oo by Lemma 2.2. At the same
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time the first three terms on the right tend to R*(u) - P*(f) by Theorem 3.3

and this completes the proof.

Theorem 4.1.   J/ both plus and minus infinity are regular boundaries, then

R*(s) is a solution of (3.2)-(3.4) ¿/ and only if it is given by (3.7) and (3.8) with

Di-,,!-, = tjj£- [y2ßSßt + 736-008^00 + 7ÁQ*HÍ - Q"-xHi„}

- y5Ô-ooÔÎ-y60aooÔp-oo],

for <x.,ß = 0,1, where

4

D =   Z ykAk - (y5 + y6)A0,
* = i

and the y¡ satisfy
6

lili = ri?* + y576;     Z y* - i;
k = l

yk ^ 0,   /c = 1,4,5,6;      y2 ^ y,, y3 è y6-

Proof.   For the purpose of the proof the functions

.   Ml +74^2. n _   75^1   +  74^0.
COCO r* ' *^ CO — 00D ' a>_to D

n _ y6Ai + 74 V       n _ y2Ai + 74^3
^—oooo rv > ^ — oo — 00     ■ r\

will be used. These functions are obtained from those stated in the theorem

using (3.8), while (4.1) guarantees that they also determine the Dy.

It has already been seen that the form (3.7)-(3.8) is the general solution of

(3.2). An application of Lemma 2.1 to the conditions stated in Lemma 3.1 shows

that (3.3) is equivalent to

(4.3) Daß^O,a,ß=±co;       1 - Baoo + Bx-X ^ 0, a = ± oo.

In  the  same  way, the preceding lemma gives the equivalence of (3.4) and

Mxß(u,v) = 0 for cc,ß = ± oo.

Now let R*(s) satisfy (3.2)-(3.4). The solution P(s) is given by yt » 1, y» - 0

for k # 1, so it will be assumed that P*(s) ¿ R(s). Then for some i, j, s0, D^So) > 0

so that at least one of Dxß(s0), a,ß = + oo, must be positive. Let daß = Dxß(s0),

a,ß=±<x>; cxß = Cooß(s0)-oxß and c^xß = C_ooß(s0) +ô-œl, for ß = ± oo.

Then Mxß(s, s0) = 0 is

Coo/Aoo - ¿oo^Bk» - ¿«oo) - C-oo/A-oo + rf-oo^-oo + á«-oo) s 0,

for a,ß= ± oo. Substituting the values of the B's given in (4.2), the system

becomes
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(cnß-dan-^+d-^-^-j  Daœ +   länf-^-Cnß-d-nß-jl-j  £>„.

"aoo"oo/t   —   <?a-oo"-cofl-

If

71 ==   ^-00 — 00^—0000       ^0000^— 00 - 005 74 "oooo" —oo-oo      "go- oo" — oooo»

72 ==  ^oo —oo" —oooo      ^oooo^ — oo-oo' /5 '-oo —oo"oooo     ^oooo"oo- oo'

73 =    C— QO — GO^OOOO ^*- 0000^00 -005 76 ^-- 00 — 00^ — 0000 **~ 0000^— 00 — 005

then these equations become

ööoooo    =   73^1 + 74^2, JD^oo-oo   =   7S^1+?A.

(4.4)
DD_XX   = 7e^i+?A.       DD_x_oa = 72^i + ?4^3.

with D as in the statement of the theorem. The identity A2A3 — X\ =AtA4

has been used to simplify the expression for D.

Suppose that yA ̂  0. Since multiplication of all the y, by a constant does not

change (4.4), yA may be taken to be positive. Then the left side of each equation

in (4.4) is non-negative for sufficiently large s by Lemma 2.5. But y5Ax + 74A0

is non-negative for large s only if 75 ̂  0, and this implies y5Ar + 74A0 never

vanishes. Therefore D does not vanish and it only remains to check the condi-

tions on the 7¡. As before, the non-negativity of the Dxß implies 75 ̂  0, y6 ̂  0.

Using the relations in (4.2),

1_r       lr _ (?3 - 7e)¿o + Mi + (72 - 7s)A2
A **CO00   "T"   -"oO —00 J\

(4.5)
1R      ,R        _ (y2 - rsMo + yiAt + (73 - y6)A3

-0000

D

Mxa0(u,v) = ^-^tjt\.A1(u)A2(v)-A2(u)A1(v)'] (7t74 +7576 - 72?3).

An application of Lemma 2.5 here, recalling that the first two expressions are

non-negative and the third identically zero, yields y2 — ys ^ 0, 73 — y6 ̂  0, and

V2V3 = 7i?4 + V576- Writing the last equality as 7^4 = 7273 - 7576 shows that

yí ~¿. 0 since yA > 0. Finally the sum of the y¡ is positive and may be taken to be

one after multiplying all the y¡ by a positive constant.

If 74 = 0 and D(s) vanishes for some s > 0, then from (4.4), y2 = 73 = y5 = y6 =0.

But if the ctß are expressed in terms of the dxß using (4.2) in the definitions of the y¡,

_     A3(s0) >t ¿2(s0)..   ,   ,     .
T77T      "-00-005    73 - —    a / \74t "00005
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But this results in the contradiction that all the daß are zero. Thus D(s) has no

zeroes and the remainder of the argument is as before with the exception that

since y4 is now zero, the non-negativity of yt must be obtained in a different

manner. In the present case

0  = 7273-7s76  = (72-7s)(73-76) + 7s(73-76)+ (72-7s)7e

=  (72-75)(73-7e)^0,

so that (y2 — 75X73 - y¿) = 0. If y2 — 7s = 0 the first expression in (4.5) will

be negative for large s unless yt _ 0, while if 73 — 76 = 0, a similar argument

applies to the second expression.

Suppose R*(s) is given by the representation stated in the theorem. Then

D = {(72 - 7s) + (73 - 7e)}^o + 7i^i + 72(^2 - ¿0) + 7s(^3 - ¿0) + 74^4

and thus D is positive for all s > 0. The Dxß and the first two functions in

(4.5) are now clearly non-negative and the Mxß(u,v) vanish identically for

a,/? = + 00 since each contains as a factor yt74 + 7576 — 7273. These conditions

then imply that R*(s) satisfies (3.2)-(3.4).

The theorems giving the general solution for other combinations of bound-

aries will now be stated without proof. The proof, in each case, is a combination

of the type of proof used in the uniqueness theorem with the type used in Theorem

4.1. Also Lemma 2.3 plays an important role when entrance or exit boundaries

are present.

Theorem 4.2. // plus infinity is an exit boundary and minus infinity a

regular boundary, then R*(s) is a solution o/(3.2)-(3.4) if and only if it is given

by (3.7) and (3.8) with

for a,ß = 0,1, where D = - 75A0 + yiAl + y2A2 and the y¡ satisfy

71+72 +75 = 1.        7i=0,        7s=0,        72 = 7s-

Theorem 4.3. // plus infinity is an entrance boundary and minus infinity

a regular boundary, then R*(s) is a solution of (3.2)-(3.4) // and only if it is

given by (3.7) and (3.8) with

Ö1-M-P = ^£-[74tfÄ - 76#^-oo]

for a,ß = 0,1,  where D = — y6k0 + y3A3 + yAA4 and the y¡ satisfy

73 + 74 + 7e = 1>        74 = 0,        7e = 0,        73 = 76-

Theorem 4.4.    // plus infinity is a natural boundary and minus infinity a
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regular boundary, then R*(s) is a solution o/(3.2)-(3.4) if and only if it is given

by (3.7) and (3.8) with

Dxß = 72Ö~1t/r*

for a, ß = 0,1, where D = l/ß° „fol/ß" „ - y2G.J and

7i + 72 = 1»       7i = 0,       72 = 0.

Theorem 4.5. // plus infinity is an exit boundary and minus infinity an

entrance boundary, then R*(s) is a solution of (3.2)-(3.4) if and only if it is

given by (3.7) and (3.8) with

Dxß = y.D-'Ul-'Ui

for a, ß = 0, 1, where D = (/(—75A0 + y2A2) and

72+75 = 1.       75 =°>       72=7s-
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